
SLOTLIGHT infinity

Recessed, surface-mounted and pendant luminaire

linked
All order numbers in the  
PDF are linked to the Zumtobel 
online catalogue.
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Active Light | Connecting with Nature

Creating Light Creates Inspiration

Wellbeing in o�  ce spaces is enhanced by holistic lighting ecosystems. 

 Active Light is linked to daylight dynamics, actively supporting the  natural 

bio rhythm and seamlessly ensuring maximum visual comfort for tasks. 

Such human centric lighting solutions bring people together and promote 

creativity, as they are e� ortlessly personalized, with the individual always 

at heart.

See here how Active Light works:
zumtobel.com/activelight

Intensity
The right lighting level can best be determined by the 
individual’s visual ability and the task itself. Moreover, 
basic planning parameters and current standards for 
workplaces must be taken into account.

Direction
Light is a tool for architectural design. By varying lum-
i nance and light distribution the general atmos phere 
of a space can shift instantly, which can have a major 
impact on communication, creativity and easing of 
tension.

Colour
The human body reacts to the colour temperature of 
light. While cooler, blueish light colours activate, 
 war m er, reddish light colours have a soothing e� ect. 
A study carried out in cooperation with the Fraun-
hofer IAO shows that a user’s colour preferences vary 
depending on age, working hours and individual 
needs.

Time
By mimicking the natural dynamics of daylight, 
 arti� cial lighting complements and supports one’s 
 internal clock.
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“ Slotlight infinity draws on Zumtobel’s lighting  

expertise and Arup’s multidisciplinary engineering, 

lighting, architecture and design knowhow. The  

result is a continuous vein of light that provides the 

designer with a kit of light and control gear options  

in a truly integrated, low energy solution.” 

Consulting by Arup, Stephen Philips

http://zumtobel.com/slotlightinfinity
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With SLOTLIGHT infinity, Zumtobel provides architects and  

designers with a tool for consistently linear design with high  

precision. Light is now available as a continuous light line: nearly 

endless, up to 50 metres in length, without any butt joints and  

with uniform illumination even around corners. In the ceiling, on 

the ceiling or suspended from the ceiling: the SLOTLIGHT infinity 

light line stays true to the principle of the perfect line, no matter 

how it is installed. 
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Sky Studios, London | GB
Architecture: Arup Associates, London | GB
Photo: Simon Kennedy
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Aishti Foundation, Beirut | LB
Architecture: Adjaye Associates, London | GB
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Light line flush with the ceiling

SLOTLIGHT infinity
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It has never been easier to shape such a perfect light line without 
a cover frame. SLOTLIGHT infinity has been designed from scratch as 
a continuous light line for flush mounting with the ceiling. Any drywall 
builder will be perfectly familiar with the materials and methods that 
ensure a perfect transition between ceiling and luminaire. The lumi-
naire’s linear design is continued in a precisely defined shadow gap. 
Problems with the formation of cracks are now a thing of the past as 
well, as the luminaire is technically and thermally separated from the 
ceiling by a mounting frame. The final result is a high-grade lighting 
solution meticulously integrated into the interior design, which appears 
as a fully consistent light line to the beholder. 

Drywall builders know all about this way of working. The recessed channel is  
plastered over for a perfect transition between the luminaire and the ceiling or  
the wall. The degree of protection is IP20 from above and IP54 from below.  
The standard luminaire is therefore suitable for outdoor use and for specification in 
damp rooms or hospitals.
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From inside to outside

A wealth of possibilities

SLOTLIGHT infinity light lines with IP54 protection are resistant against 
spray water and dust. This means that they can also cope with the 
special conditions encountered in sheltered outdoor areas. The high 
degree of protection improves the durability and extends the service 
life of luminaire, while also making it possible to provide continuity 
between the lighting for indoor and outdoor areas.

A SLOTLIGHT infinity perfectly integrated into concrete is an elegant 
and architecturally sophisticated solution for corridors and circulation 
areas. Luminous corner connections open up whole new dimensions in 
design. The moulding channel, which is available in lengths of one, two, 
three or four metres, ensures precise and flush installation in concrete 
ceilings and walls.
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Multifunctional sports complex, Saarbrücken | DE 
Architects: scholl architekten, Stuttgart | DE 
Lighting Solution Partner: Eldom GmbH, Saarbrücken | DE
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Direct distribution

SLOTLIGHT infinity surface-mounted and pendant luminaires

As surface-mounted or pendant luminaire, SLOTLIGHT infinity achieves 
a completely new dimension of linearity: it is three-dimensional, linear 
and yet dynamic. In order to ensure material and colour consistency, 
the luminaire channel, front-end cap and cover sheet are made of 
powder-coated aluminium. Individual luminaries can be ordered easily 
with a single article number and are individually packed. Continuous 
rows are put together on site using several individual luminaries. Both 
the individual luminaire and the light line can be suspended using  
Zumtobel’s tried-and-tested cord suspension kits.

100 % direct
UGR < 19 with  
office optic
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SLOTLIGHT infinity knows how to take light round the corner, its  
illuminated L-connectors opening up new scope for creative design. 
Room geometries can be made clear more effectively, room zones can 
be redefined, and corner areas can be brought into sharper focus using 
light. The 90° angle modules are not merely connectors; they blend in 
as an integral part of the luminaire, their consistent, virtually end-to-
end illumination being just as perfect as the dead straight light lines.
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Direct-indirect distribution

SLOTLIGHT infinity pendant luminaire

SLOTLIGHT infinity with direct-indirect distribution delivers a luminous 
flux of 4500 lumens per metre as both a single luminaire and a geo-
metrically formable light line. The lighting components can be switched 
and dimmed separately to help create the right light for a wide range 
of activities and applications. Uniformly bright ceilings can be achieved 
with a space of just 30 centimetres between the luminaire and the 
ceiling. Proven SLOTLIGHT infinity features like the endless optics and 
luminous corner connectors further enhance the creative freedom of 
the pendant luminaire, which is available in white, silver and black.
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SLOTLIGHT infinity ID
for offices:
direct 30 %, indirect 70 %
UGR < 19 and 65° < 3000 cd/m²
with office optic

SLOTLIGHT infinity DI
with glare reduction:
direct 70 %, indirect 30 %
UGR < 19 with office optic
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The entire spectrum of light

Optics and distribution characteristics change, the design remains

Opal cover

The diffuse distribution lens distinguishes a SLOTLIGHT 
infinity as a simple and efficient light line with an 
homogeneous appearance. The application area ranges 
from reception areas, to corridors, to lounge areas and 
break-out zones.

Cover for the office

With this cover, SLOTLIGHT infinity reduces the glare 
to UGR < 19 and thus ensures workplace lighting in 
accordance with EN12464:2011. The brilliantly appear-
ing luminaire is ideal for offices, schools and meeting 
rooms.

Decorative wall washer

The asymmetric distribution of the SLOTLIGHT infinity 
illuminates vertical wall areas or pictures evenly and, 
as a result, enhances traffic zones, for example. As the 
reflector is inside the luminaire, the wall washer is not 
recognisable as such from the outside.

Wall washer for school blackboards

With a higher lumen package, the SLOTLIGHT infinity 
wallwasher for blackboards is the ideal solution for 
visual tasks in schools. Aligned to suit the most com-
mon blackboard formats, this wallwasher measures 
three or four metres in length and lights up the verti-
cal board area with 500 lx and a uniformity of 0.7, in 
accordance with the standards. The homogeneous 
appearance is not disturbed by components that stick 
out in some way.

UGR < 25

Long light line:  
Starting from 1 m in 250 mm 
increments

Optics length (roller blind): 
6 m, 8 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 m, 
25 m, 30 m, 35 m, 40 m, 45 m 
and 50 m

UGR < 19 and  
L65 < 3000 cd/m²

Long light line:  
Starting from 1 m in 250 mm 
increments

Optics length (roller blind): 
6 m, 10 m, 20 m

Long light line:  
Starting from 1 m in 250 mm 
increments

Optics length (roller blind):  
6 m, 10 m, 20 m

Individual luminaire length: 
3 m and 4 m
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Roosendaal Hospital | NL
Architecture: MAS Architectuur, Rotterdam | NL
Elektroinstallateur: TES Installatietechniek, Tilburg | NL
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One unit, visually and functionally

Light line and ceiling system

Modular ceiling systems and SLOTLIGHT light lines fit together per-
fectly: the surface is totally flat, each element is precisely positioned. 
The absolutely homogeneous light line forms an important foundation 
for an uncluttered ceiling appearance – even if various building services 
are integrated in the ceiling system. The cable channels are available 
as recessed luminaires and height-adjustable individual luminaires at 
a length of 1.20 m (suitable for standard ceiling modules M600) or in 
metre segments (250 mm increments from 1 m).



The fast route to a precise ceiling solution goes 
via SLOTLIGHT light channels that adapt to 
room dimensions in 250 mm increments or with 
individual luminaires that can also alternate 
with ventilation elements.
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© LBDI Communication - Armstrong

Recessed luminaires and height-adjustable  
individual luminaires: 
Length 1.20 m – suitable for standard ceiling modules (M600)

Light line as cable channel in metre segments: 
250 mm increments from 1 m
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SLOIN Direct Indirect

19.09.2017 ©  company_name 1/1

SLOTLIGHT infinity

Pendant Direct/Indirect Opal L 3295/3045 P/2WH 840 BK_ 1 Stück

B

A

B: 3,045.00 mm
A: 3,295.00 mm

Best.Nr. Bezeichnung Beschreibung Maße Stück
22156789 SLOT2/SLOIN ASI2 WH E-L Suspension w. ElectricFeed 2,000.00 1
22169301 SLOIN A ASI2 O-L Suspension 2,000.00 5
42185886 SLOIN DI CL LED1800-840 L545 LDE BK Leuchte 545.00 1
22170400 SLOIN DI K SL L2750 LDE BK Channel A 1
22170404 SLOIN DI K SL L2500 LDE BK Channel B 1
42186157 SLOIN DI B LED840 L1000 PC/PCO Batten A 2
42186158 SLOIN DI B LED840 L750 PC/PCO Batten A 1
42186157 SLOIN DI B LED840 L1000 PC/PCO Batten B 2
42186159 SLOIN DI B LED840 L500 PC/PCO Batten B 1
22169308 SLOIN COV L10000 PC CoverStrips AB 1
22169369 SLOIN Tape SET Tape 2
22169372 SLOIN A mask plate SET 20mm SR Compensating angle 1
24160577 SUCTION CUP 50 Accessory 1
Achtung: Die Mengenangaben beziehen sich auf eine (1) Konfiguration

The simple configuration has a system

SLOTLIGHT infinity light lines

Online Configurator
A SLOTLIGHT infinity lighting solution can be con-
figured quickly with an easy to use interface on the 
Zumtobel website. Simply enter the dimensions of 
the desired light line and the configurator compiles 
a complete itemised list of components – for a linear 
light line as well as for light lines around corners, in 
U-shape or O-shape. 

zumtobel.com/slotlightinfinity

SLOTLIGHT infinity luminaire channels are already completely assem-
bled and wired in the factory, fitted with control gear and loop-through 
wiring. On site, only the LED battens have to be fixed and the optic of 
the roller blind pressed in. 

The data can be exported in 
Excel or PDF format.

http://zumtobel.com/slotlightinfinity
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Standard LED batten Wall washer batten

Standard recessed channel* Cable channel* 

Standard surface-mounted channel* 

*incl. control gear an loop-through wiring

Wall washer optics
(from the roll)

Opale optics
(from the roll)

Office optics
(from the roll)

Blind optics
(from the roll)

Presence detector  
and daylight sensor

Standard surface-mounted channel*   
with cord suspension

Pendant luminaire*
direct-indirect distribution
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Plan, order, install, think in metres

A new flexibility with SLOTLIGHT infinity

With SLOTLIGHT infinity, light lines have achieved an absolutely new 
dimension of simplicity and flexibility: No longer subject to the fluores-
cent lamp standard lengths, the new LED light line skilfully guides the 
light through the room and even around corners as a perfectly designed 
recessed or surface-mounted luminaire. Designing and ordering the 
light line is quite easy and can be made in metres, according to require-
ments. This applies to the luminaire length as well as to illuminance 
levels or luminaire efficiency. As the LED light line is cut to standardised 
lengths in steps of 250 mm, it can be perfectly adjusted to the room 
dimensions.

1 m LED batten

1700 lumens *

* The lumen figures relate to light lines with direct distribution and an opal diffuser (PC) and a light colour of 4000 Kelvin.
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1000 mm, 1700 lm *

750 mm, 1275 lm *

500 mm, 850 lm *

250 mm, 425 lm *

Standard lengths for LED battens

For an even more precise adaptation of 
the light line to the room dimensions, 
lengths starting from 250 mm in incre-
ments of only 62.5 mm are available as 
special design.

Example:
Special length of 500 mm + 62.5 mm
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The drywall builder

High-precision work made really easy

Thanks to SLOTLIGHT infinity, the former interplay between the drywall 
builder and the electrical installer required for installing a light line  
is now a thing of the past. Installation of the recessed luminaire now 
requires no more than one mounting step to be performed by each 
craftsman: first, the mounting frame is attached to the ceiling by the 
drywall builder. Only after the final painting of the ceiling does the 
electrical installer come in.

Drywall builders know all about this way of working: the recessed channel is plas-
tered over for a perfect transition between the luminaire and ceiling or wall.
The degree of protection from above is IP20 and from below IP54. The standard 
luminaire is thus already suitable for outdoor use, for use in wet rooms or hospitals.
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1   Mark the position of the luminaire and cut out the ceiling 
aperture.

2  Flush-mount the frame on the front sides, then insert the longi-
tudinal sides and push into position using the spacer.

3  Insert the U-shaped plaster brackets for fastening the recessed 
channel, position them at predefined spacings and tighten 
screws from below.

4  Apply filler to fasten the mounting frame and smoothly grind 
the ceiling.

5  The drywall builder’s work is now done, the ceiling just needs 
to be painted. Now it’s the electrical installer’s turn.
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The electrical installer

Metre after metre in next to no time

Quick, simple and without mistakes: Tried and trusted assembly 
steps and the clear separation of drywall construction and luminaire 
installation save considerable time during installation and reduce the 
risk of errors. This method ensures a lasting ceiling appearance without 
any cracks. SLOTLIGHT infinity has been designed to be completely 
Plug & Play, which means that nothing more than a screwdriver is 
required. Therefore, as a first step, the luminaire channel is simply 
inserted into the mounting frame and fastened to the U-shaped plaster 
bracket using the slotted disk. Then the LED batten is pushed into place, 
the mechanical connection is completed, and through-wiring is effected 
by connecting all seven poles via one plug only.

The luminaire channel has already been electri-
fied and fitted with all light sources, control gear 
and through-wiring have already been integrated 
as well.

For a quick mechanical and electrical connec-
tion of continuous row channels and corner 
luminaires, the connector is simply moved to the 
right position and screwed on, before the 7-pole 
plug is inserted.
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Continuous units of up to 50 metres

Infinite optic

The optic of SLOTLIGHT infinity is supplied as a continuous diffuser roll 
– for easy installation of a continuous LED light line by one person only. 
The rolls are available in various different lengths. They can easily be 
cut to length with a box cutter. The diffuser is made of unbreakable and 
flexible PC, black sealing rims protect the luminaire‘s interior against the 
accumulation of dust. The luminaire is protected against dirt by a blue 
protective film until completion of construction work.

A front-end piece skilfully hides the end of the diffuser, while at the 
same time providing sufficient space for thermal expansion. Cracks 
in the ceiling around the luminaire caused by temperature fluctua-
tions are thus a thing of the past.
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The blue protective film protects the  
luminaire against dirt until completion  
of construction work.
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Complete solution

Emergency lighting and sensors

Emergency lighting

To use SLOTLIGHT infinity as an emergency luminaire 
with a central battery power supply, technical channels 
and surface-mounted, recessed or pendant luminaires 
can simply be fitted with the appropriate control gear. 
For a self-contained solution, the 2-metre channel of the 
SLOTLIGHT infinity can be supplied with power locally via 
an NT3 single battery.

Wall mounting

A new feature is that SLOTLIGHT infinity can also be 
installed vertically and thus in any position. For vertical 
installation in the wall, simply attach the wall mount-
ing springs available as accessories in the channel and 
then press in the LED batten. The new type of installation 
provides the possibility to draw a continuous line from the 
ceiling into the wall.
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Presence detectors and daylight sensors 

Presence detectors and daylight sensors that can be posi-
tioned at the start or end of every batten increase comfort 
and energy efficiency. Thereby, one or more SLOTLIGHT 
infinity luminaires can be switched on or off and dimmed 
from 100 to 1 percent without additional light control. The 
sensors are suitable for typical heights of 2.5 to 6 metres 
and have an average detection range of 8 to 10 metres. 
Both the delay time as well as the detection range can be 
adjusted manually.

Ball-proof versions (BWS)

SLOTLIGHT infinity BWS is secured by a special 
end cap and an additional screw fitting. Standard 
individual luminaires are already ball-proof, 
while ball-proof versions of continuous-row 
 solutions are available on request.
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Refurbishment of SLOTLIGHT I and SLOTLIGHT II light lines

Refurbishment Kit

The perfectly continuous LED light line available today was made pos-
sible by its predecessors SLOTLIGHT I and II. Due to installation of T16 
fluorescent lamps or diffusers in a row, the consistent appearance was 
broken by butt joints or dark spots. The refurbishment kit now allows 
easy conversion from a conventional solution to an efficient and consist-
ent LED solution. No modifications are made to the ceiling or luminaire 
housing – only the LED batten luminaires and electrical wiring are 
replaced and securely sealed using a new diffuser.

92 lm/W SLOTLIGHT  Refurbishment Kit

41 lm/W SLOTLIGHT T16

Extremely efficient
Compared with a T16 continuous-row system with 41 lm/W,  
SLOTLIGHT II LED provides a luminaire efficiency of 92 lm/W  
or more.
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SLOTLIGHT infinity slim

Extremely narrow LED light line

SLOTLIGHT infinity slim

Designs Linear and corner
Lengths Starting from 1 m in 250 mm increments
Installation Recessed, surface-mounted and pendant
Optics Opal cover, office cover, wallwasher cover
Colour temperatures 2700 K, 3000 K, 4000 K
Lumen packages 1700 lumens/metre with the opal optic (4000 K) 
 1600 lumens/metre with the office optic (4000 K)

Consistently precise light lines are modern architecture lighting tools. 
SLOTLIGHT infinity slim is one third slimmer again than the standard 
family. As 45 mm slim design element, SLOTLIGHT infinity slim has the 
potential for virtually unlimited creativity: The functional lighting tool 
can also be very elegantly integrated in jointed ceilings.
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Figure 1:1
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Moldova Business Center, Iaşi | RO
Lighting design and electrical consultants: H&D Cons, Bucharest | RO
Architecture: VSA, Bucharest | RO
Electrical installation: DAS, Iaşi | RO
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Leser GmbH & Co. KG, Hamburg | DE
Architect: GRS Reimer Architekten GmbH, Elmshorn | DE
Electrical installer: NDB Elektrotechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Stade | DE
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Seamless lines

SLOTLIGHT infinity is the world’s first continuous light line: up to 50 metres in length, completely without shadows,  
interruptions and gaps. The unique design guarantees perfect integration into plasterboard ceilings and ceiling modules.

Versatile use

A modular system with a range of different installation options, designs, optics and light colours makes the  
SLOTLIGHT infinity a universal lighting solution. With optimum glare suppression (UGR < 19, L65 < 3000 cd/m2),  
the office optic satisfies the requirements for EN 12464-compatible lighting.

Easy planning

Light lines measuring one metre and longer can be ordered with specific lengths at 250-millimetre intervals  
to simplify individual planning. Special designs offer even greater flexibility, enabling lengths to be freely defined  
in steps of 62.5 millimetres.

Easy to install

Thanks to the new design of the SLOTLIGHT infinity recessed luminaire, drywall builders and electricians can carry out 
their work independently of each other. The electrician only needs a screwdriver to install the luminaire.

Plug & Play

The integrated through-wiring reduces installation work to a minimum.
Click-in LED battens deliver additional time savings. DALI addressing also takes no time at all, as a 4-metre channel  
only requires one converter.
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SLOTLIGHT infinity

Recessed, surface-mounted and pendant luminaire

LED light colour Versionsinstallation 
SLOTLIGHT infinity 

Installation
SLOTLIGHT infinity 

slim

Optics

Overview SLOTLIGHT infinity

3000 K 
warm white

IP54 
Degree of protection

NT3 
Emergency lighting 

 function with  
self-contained  
battery supply

BWS 
Ball-proof

PST Sensor 
Presence and

daylight sensor

4000 K 
neutral white

RGB/W 

3000 K – 6000 K
tunableWhite

Opal cover

Office cover

Decorative wall washer

Wall washer for school blackboards

Ceiling surface-mountedCeiling surface-mounted

Recessed  
(ceiling or wall)

Pendant,
direct  

distribution

Pendant,
direct-indirect 

distribution

Technical channel

Ceiling recessed

Pendant,
direct  

distribution
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zumtobel.com/shopzumtobel.com/office

zumtobel.com/hotel zumtobel.com/culture

zumtobel.com/industry

zumtobel.com/healthcare

zumtobel.com/education

zumtobel.com/outdoor

pefc.org PEFC/06-38-214

 Offices and Communication
 Education and Science
 Presentation and Retail
 Hotel and Wellness
 Art and Culture
 Health and Care
  Industry and Engineering
 Outdoor and Architecture
 Living

Zumtobel, a company of the Zumtobel Group, is an internationally  
leading supplier of integral lighting solutions for professional indoor 
and outdoor building lighting applications. 

We provide unique customer benefits by 
integrating technology, design, emotion 
and energy efficiency. We combine the best 
possible ergonomic lighting quality for an 
individual’s well- being with the responsible 
use of energy resources. The company’s 
own sales organisa tions in twenty coun-
tries, as well as commercial agencies in 
fifty other countries, form an international 
network of experts and design partners 
providing professional lighting consult-
ing, design assistance and comprehensive 
services.

Lighting and sustainability 
In line with our corporate philosophy 
“We want to use light to create worlds of 
experience, make work easier and improve 
communications and safety while remain-
ing fully aware of our responsibility to the 
environment”, Zumtobel offers energy-
efficient high-quality products, while at the 
same time making sure that our production 
processes based on the considerate use of 
resources are environmentally compatible. 
 
zumtobel.com/sustainability

LIGHT 
FOR 
HEALTH 
AND 
CARE

LIGHT 
FOR ART 
AND
CULTURE 

LIGHT 
FOR 
OFFICES
AND 
COMMUNICATION

LIGHT 
FOR 
HOTEL
AND 
WELLNESS

LIGHT 
FOR 
EDUCATION 
AND 
SCIENCE

LIGHT 
FOR 
PRESENTATION
AND 
RETAIL

natureOffice.com | DE-101-933021

Order no. 04 797 445-EN 11/17 © Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 
Technical data was correct at time of going to press.  
We reserve the right to make technical changes without  
notice. Please contact your local sales office for further  
information. 

Top quality – with a five-year guarantee.
As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer, Zumtobel  
pro vides a five year manufacturer's guarantee on all  
Zumtobel branded products in accordance with the terms  
of guarantee at zumtobel.com/guarantee.

YEAR GUARANTEE

natureOffice.com | AT-101-130426
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Tracks and spots

Façade, media and  
outdoor luminaires

Lighting management 
systems

Recessed luminaires

High-bay luminaires

Surface-mounted and 
pendant luminaires

Luminaires with  
extra protection

Modular lighting systems

Free-standing and  
wall-mounted luminaires

Downlights

Continuous-row systems and  
individual batten luminaires

Emergency lighting

United Kingdom
ZG Lighting (UK) Limited
Chiltern Park
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter
Buckinghamshire SL9 9FG
T +44/(0)1388 420 042
info.uk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.co.uk

USA and Canada
Zumtobel Lighting Inc.
3300 Route 9W
Highland, NY 12528
T +1/845/691 6262
F +1/845/691 6289
info.us@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.us

Australia
ZG Lighting Australia Pty. Ltd.
43 Newton Road
Wetherill Park NSW 2164
T +61/1300 139 965
info.au@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.com.au

New Zealand
ZG Lighting (NZ) Limited
27 Jomac Place,
Avondale, Auckland 1026 
PO Box 71134, Rosebank,
Auckland 1348
T 0800 800 834
T +64/(9) 828 7155
F +64/(9) 820 7591
info.nz@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.co.nz

China
Thorn Lighting (Guangzhou) Limited
12A Lian Yun Road  
Eastern Section,
GETDD, Guangzhou
510530, P.R. China
T +86(20)2232 6000
Sales Hotline: 400 8080 195
info.cn@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.cn

Hong Kong
ZG Lighting Hong Kong Ltd.
Unit 503 – 508, 5/F, Building 16W,
Phase 3, Hong Kong Science Park,
New Territories, Hong Kong
T +852/(0)2578 4303
F +852/(0)2887 0247
info.hk@zumtobelgroup.com

India
Thorn Lighting India Pvt. Ltd. 
No. 43, Chamiers Road 
Raja Annamalaipuram,  
Chennai 600028,  
Tamil Nadu, India
T +91/(44) 2435 7588
F +91/(44) 2435 8744
info.in@zumtobelgroup.com

Singapore
ZG Lighting Singapore Pte. Ltd.
158 Kallang Way # 06-01/02
Singapore 349245
T +65/6844 5800
F +65/6745 7707
info.sg@zumtobelgroup.com

United Arab Emirates
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
4B Street, Al Quoz Industrial Area 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
T +971/4 340 4646
info.ae@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.ae

Romania 
Zumtobel Lighting Romania SRL
Radu Greceanu Street, no. 2,  
Ground Floor, sector 1 
012225 Bucharest
T +40 31225 38 01
F +40 31225 38 04
info.ro@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.com

Hungary 
ZG Lighting Hungary Kft.
Váci út 49
1134 Budapest
T +36/(1) 450 2490
F +36/(1) 350 0829
info.hu@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.hu

Croatia 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Ulica Petra Hektorovića 2
10000 Zagreb
T +385/(1) 64 04 080
F +385/(1) 64 04 090
info.hr@zumtobelgroup.com

Bosnia and Herzegovina 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Predstavništvo u BiH
Zmaja od Bosne 7
71000 Sarajevo
T  +387 33 590 463
info.ba@zumtobelgroup.com

Serbia 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Beton hala – Karađorđeva 2-4
11000 Belgrade 
M +381 69 54 44 802
info.rs@zumtobelgroup.com

Czech Republic 
ZG Lighting Czech Republic s.r.o.
Jankovcova 2
Praha 7
170 00 Praha
T +420 266 782 200
F +420 266 782 201
info.cz@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.cz

Slovak Republic
ZG Lighting Slovakia s.r.o. 
Tomášikova 64
831 04 Bratislava
T +421 2 2030 0044
info.sk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.sk

Poland
ZG Lighting Polska Sp. z o.o.
Wołoska 9a
Platinium Business Park III
02-583 Warszawa
T +48 22 856 74 31
info.pl@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.pl

Slovenia
ZG Lighting d.o.o
Štukljeva cesta 46
1000 Ljubljana
T +386/(1) 5609 820
F +386/(1) 5609 866
info.si@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.si

Russia
ZG Svet JSC
Official office Zumtobel Group
Nizhniy Susalniy pereulok,  
5/19, office 405
105064 Moscow
T +7/(495) 981 35 41
T +7/(812) 604 02 60
info.ru@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.ru

Norway
ZG Lighting Norway AS
Bygdøy allé 4
0257 Oslo
T +47 22 54 72 00
info.no@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.no

Sweden
ZG Lighting Nordic AB
Hyllie Boulevard 10b
215 32 Malmö
T +46 649 20 00
info.se@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.se

Denmark
ZG Lighting Denmark A/S
Stamholmen 155, 5. sal
2650 Hvidovre
T +45 35 43 70 00
info.dk@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.dk

Headquarters
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 
Schweizer Strasse 30
Postfach 72
6851 Dornbirn, AUSTRIA
T +43/(0)5572/390-0
info@zumtobel.info

zumtobel.com

Zumtobel Group Services
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